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We Don’t Always Say What We Mean -- But God Does!

(Hab 1:5 NIV) "Look at the nations and watch-- and be utterly amazed. For I am going to do something in your days that you would not believe, even if you were told.

God Is Saying "EXPECT A MIRACLE"
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- **NORMAN GEISLER**: A miracle is a divine intervention into, or interruption of, the regular course of the world that produces a purposeful but unusual event that would not have occurred otherwise.

- **A Miracle Occurs When God Intervenes In The Natural With His Power That Is Supernatural**

- **God Is A Miracle Working God --** He Has Made Available To Us His Miracles Of: 
  
  *Works / Power / Provision / Providence*
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- READ: Gen 22:1-14
- Abraham Received God’s Miracle Provision
- Abraham’s Faith Had Put Him In Place To Receive A Miracle From The Lord
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- **PRINCIPLE #1: Tune Into God’s Voice**

- (Gen. 22:1 NIV) Some time later God tested Abraham. He said to him, "Abraham!" "Here I am," he replied.

- **In Order To Receive A Powerful Move Of God In Our Lives -- We Must Be Listening To What God Is Saying To Us**

- *Proverbs 3:5-6; Psalm 32:8; Jeremiah 33:3; John 16:13*
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- **PRINCIPLE #2: Take The First Step**

- (Gen. 22:3 NIV) Early the next morning Abraham got up and saddled his donkey. He took with him two of his servants and his son Isaac. When he had cut enough wood for the burnt offering, he set out for the place God had told him about.

- **We Must Step Out -- This Is Where The Faith And Commitment Comes In**

- **True Commitment Steps Out Into The Plan And Provision Of God**
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- **PRINCIPLE #3: Trust In God’s Faithfulness**
  - “God Himself Is Going To Provide The Lamb”

- We Serve A Powerful And Faithful God

- He Always Fulfills His Promises

- God’s Provisions Are Always Greater Than Our Problems
PRINCIPLE #4: Thank God For His Work

(Gen 22:13-14 NIV) (13) Abraham looked up and there in a thicket he saw a ram caught by its horns. He went over and took the ram and sacrificed it as a burnt offering instead of his son. (14) So Abraham called that place The LORD Will Provide. And to this day it is said, "On the mountain of the LORD it will be provided."

We Get Accustomed to Our Blessings BUT WE SHOULDN’T
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Four Ways For You To Say Thanks To God

1. Through Your Testimony
2. Through Your Treasure
3. Through Your Talent
4. Through Your Time

- Be Thankful Because God’s Supply Is Much Greater Than Your Need!
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If You Will:

- Listen To What God Is Saying
- Take The First Step & Keep Going
- Trust In The Faithfulness Of God
- Live A Thanksgiving Lifestyle
- You Will Put Yourself In A Place To See God’s Miracle Provision In Your Life
- Get Connected With Christ Today